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G and E first started as a hard landscape contractor back in 1984. At that time, 
soil clogging to planter drainage was a consistent problem, until geotextile 
debut. Since then, I became fascinated and obsessed with this polymeric 
synthetic, eventually turn the passion into the company’s focus and core 
business. Geosynthetics grew from virtual unknown to being used in almost 
every project. In this three decade, over 52 million units of related material 
have passed through our warehouse and distribution network.  
Over these years, G and E establishes representation with more than 30 
globally renowned manufacturers covering a wide range of products. From 
the early 1990’s, our scope extended from trading and supplying, to 
engineering & application designing and to installation and contracting.  

I hope our enthusiasm will help advance the versatility of geosynthetics, by engaging the professionals, 
exploring new products, finding new applications and sharing our experiences. G and E is dedicated to 
maintaining a high quality and efficient service to our clients, to excel with our principals and to foster 
closer development with the younger generation. 
G and E represents myself and an old partner who has long gone. The logo comes from the palm tree that 
guarded our old depot/office front gate. The depot has long gone, made way for San Tin Highway, but the 
logo stays on together with our motto, spirit and integrity that mature the way an old tree does.  

Geotextile 
16,655,243 m2 

Geomembrane 
2,724,448 m2 

Geogrid 
992,292 m2 

Erosion Control 
1,026,308 m2 

Gabion 
82,821 units 

Geotextile Container 

119 units 

Band Drain 
42,988,578 m 

Silt Curtain 15,300 m 

Rockfall Barrier 
              8,500 m 

Geocomposite 
679,118 m2 

An overview of 
geotextile, 

geomembrane, 
geogrid, gabion, 
geocomposite,  
erosion control,  
rockfall barrier,  

silt curtain, 
geotextile 

container and 
band drain we 
brought to the 
industry since 

1984. 
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Our earlier issue (Sept 2012, issue No. 3) touched on the concrete tank 
internal repair when concrete spalling becomes severe. Chemical or 
cementitious coating can be difficult to apply on deteriorating substrate. A 
new lining method has emerged in Korea. The system employs a 5 mm thick 
high density polyethylene sheet to be overlaid onto the entire internal 
surface, resembling an impermeable rigid plastic internal bucket.  

2. 

Gentro System - Korea 

Technical Note 
Local More Diversified Applications of HDPE Geomembrane 

The sheet comes in fixed size panel that can be installed onto concrete 
surface by special mechanical STS fixture, panels can then be welded onto the fixture with special high 
frequency welder. Individual panels are eventually proprietary welded together to form a homogeneous 
internal lining. Special details to penetration to pipe/cat ladder/ footing and odd shapes are available.  
  

Material and  STS fixture 

HDPE geomembrane was first used in waste containment lining system at 
Junk Bay Sanitary Control Tip back in 1986. By mid-90’s, landfill 
management in the US was brought into WENT, SENT and NENT landfills. A 
new technology began to bud and mature. Since then, the impermeable 
system has found some other unique and unconventional applications 
locally. We are proud to see some of these. 

The system is best used to re-line deteriorated concrete containment, 
regardless of surface condition and content stored earlier. No surface pre-
treatment is necessary. Installation is swift which means the tank can be 
used within short period. 
Polyethylene is anti-bacteria, corrosion/chemical/solvent resistant, 
impermeable and can be used for portable water. The material has no 
additive, does not rust and does not encourage any biological growth. It 
is also highly abrasive resistant to general maintenance.   
For more information, reach Gary at nangary1@i-cable.com. 

Effective re-lining of internal tank 

Above & Right: Cat Ladder details 

Drain & outlet detail 

Left: Pipe penetration 

Structure separation at 
Butterfly Valley reservoir, 

7/WSD/96, Sep 2001 
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Cementization basin – treatment of contaminated soil at 
HKZMB HY/2013/01, December 2014 

Reinforced Fill Construction – An Unfamiliar Technique 

Opinion Column 

Reinforced fill construction has seen its debut over 35 years ago. Steel was primarily the reinforcement 
element but design with polymeric geogrid has now become equally well established. And yet 
application has not been common. The mind set of polymeric material’s inferior uncertain behavior in 
engineering is predominating. 

Sliding interface between structure – reduce negative 
skin action between piles and surrounding soil 
settlement at Kwai Chung Park Viaduct MTRC 509, 
March 1995 

Other usages, temporary diversion of water, temporary storage basin, basement tanking, wetland 
creation, vacuum consolidation weather protection, aesthetic etc can be very practical and innovative.  
If you wish to be shared about the experience, contact Stanley at stanley@g-and-e.com.   

Leakage detection and collection system – collects and 
diverts any oil leakage to designated discharge sump or 
observation well at Aviation Fuel Facilities, June 2006  

Protection of historical site – conceal archeology site to 
minimize disturbance and to identify the area for future 
study at Disney Development CV/2001/10, July 2003 

Treatment of contaminated soil – construction of 
biopile at Kai Tak Runway, KL/39/03, January 2006 

Slope stability - Impermeable layer to impede water migration 
in slope at River Train Man Kam To, FL/26/01, July 2002 
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Reader’s Response 
Let us hear from you. Write to us at newsletter@g-and-e.com 

Disclaimer   The materials contained in this newsletter are provided  for general information purposes only and do not constitute legal or other professional advice. 

G and E Company Limited 
14th Floor, Kiu Yin Commercial Building, 361-363 Lockhart Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong 
Tel: 2570 0103   Fax: 2570 0089   e-mail: wing@g-and-e.com website: www.g-and-e.com 

Tell a Colleague 
Want your colleague to receive G and E Times also, click here. 

Unsubscribe     If you do not wish to receive G and E Times in the future, please reply to this e-mail stating “Unsubscribe” in the subject. 
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For Your Information 
Christmas Celebration 
Christmas has always been a season of celebration. At G and E, we 
took this occasion to gather our staffs and their spouses together 
for a Christmas lunch. From their smiles, you would definitely 
conclude that they are a happy bunch. 
 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone for their 
support over the years.  I am sure we will have a lot more 
opportunity to work together in the future. 

that temporary water catchment was the issue during construction. We do believe more attentiveness to 
construction details is the way forward, rather than the doubtfulness on product, application and design. 

While GEO has been keeping an endorsement certificate system to pre-
qualify polymeric geogrid and has introduced Geoguide 6 as a guideline on 
design and project management, geogrid application has not been 
forthcoming. Very often, the concern is rather the timing to obtain design 
approval. We are able to offer swift services and responses.  
 
The failure at Anderson Road two years ago many have an uncomfortable 
impression to engineers on the performance and reliability. It was  T-Block Vertical Wall 

A 34m high 70° embankment was constructed at NENT landfill 
with Tenax HDPE geogrid in 2005. Apart from some minor 
settlement, no other movement was known to the best of our 
knowledge. Other permanent reinforced fill structures are as 
sound.   
 
There are a great many applications other than formation of 
steep structure. Temporary steep access road, earth bund, 
noise barrier, vertical surcharge and impoundment are some 
practical examples.  
Have a word with Steven Lee (steven@g-and-e.com) to find 
out more.   Geogrid reinforced wall & slope 

Wishing Everyone a Happy, Healthy and Prosperous 2015 
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